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Harold Widom and Herbert Wilf, Small eigenvalues of large Hankel

matrices, pp. 338-344.

In the formula for log| A(pei*) \  on p. 339 the factor 1/2tt should

be 1/47T.

The last formula on p. 344 should read

X* ~tt3'2(8 + 6-217)5'2iV1/-(l + 21'2)-4A'^9.
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Sam B. Nadler, Jr., A characterization of the differentiable submani-

folds of R", pp. 1350-1352.

The last paragraph of the proof of Theorem   1   should  be  re-

placed by:

If H = h~1\wr)w,  then   (WC\W,  H)   is   a coordinate   system  of

P"   such   that   H(Wr\WT\f(U))=H(W')r\H(Wr\f(U)j=H(W)
n H(wr\f(W)) = H(W) r\ h(w) n H(f(w)) = H(W) r\ h(w)
r\ H(h(h(g(W)))) = h(W) r\ H(W) r\ H(h(p)) = h(W) n h(w)
r\h-1(Wr\W')r\P, where 7'={(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn)EI": xt = 0 lor

r<i^n} (note that, since WEV and V was actually assumed to be

a subset of U, WE U and thus f(W) =h(f0(g(W)))). Hence, there is a

covering of f(U) by coordinate systems of P" of type (WC\W, H)

such that H(WC\WT\f(U)) is an open subset of R*. This proves that

f(U) is a class C1 differentiable submanifold of Pn of dimension r,

as defined in [3, p. 15].
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Clifford C. Brown, On the finite measures on the closed subspaces of a

Hilbert space, pp. 470-472.

The mapping <p: f—*A? is not one-to-one. The main result of the

paper is invalid.
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David Henderson and G. R. Livesay, Another generalization of

Brouwer's fixed point theorem, pp. 176-177.

Richard B. Thompson pointed out to the authors that the reference

on p. 176, line 5-, to " [2, p. 322]" should be replaced by " [7]." See

[7] and [8] for a discussion of the problem.
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